Remark. The case Mi = M2 and Pi = P2 = 1 is proved by R. Schoen in [15] . Theorem 1 and 2 can also be interpreted as the existence and uniqueness of Lagrangian minimal surfaces in the depicted homotopy classes and consequently these Lagrangian minimal surfaces are area minimizing in their homtopy classes. We will discuss more about this point in next section. Along
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INTRODUCTION
A symplectic manifold (N 2n ,uj) is a 2n-dimensional manifold with a closed nondegenerate 2-form u;, which is called a symplectic form. The most natural and important submanifolds in a symplectic manifold are the so-called Lagrangian submanifolds. They are n-dimensional submanifolds of (iV 2n ,a;) on which a; vanishes. A Kahler manifold can also be viewed as a symplectic manifold with its Kahler form as the symplectic form. One can then combine the Riemannian structure and symplectic structure and study the Lagrangian minimal submanifolds which are both Lagrangian and minimal.
Lagrangian minimal surfaces have some very nice features. For instance, every Lagrangian minimal surface in R 4 or a K-3 surface is holomorphic with respect to some compatible complex structure (see [8] , [21] ). Therefore, in these two cases Lagrangian minimal surfaces have all the same properties as holomorphic curves. Although this does not hold in general, there are still other interesting properties about Lagrangian minimal surfaces.
When N is a, Kahler manifold of nonpositive Ricci curvature, every Lagrangian minimal submanifold in N is stable. (See [3] , [12] , [13] .) The uniqueness in our Theorem 1 depends heavily on this property. Moreover, J. G. Wolfson has shown that a totally real minimal surface in a Kahler-Einstein surface with Ci < 0 is Lagrangian [21] . It indicates that the Lagrangian minimal surfaces in Kahler-Einstein surfaces with Ci < 0 have a kind of "rigidity". These two features make it possible to develop a deformation theory for Lagrangian minimal surfaces in the moduli space of Kahler-Einstein metrics with Ci < 0 [11] . We will discuss this in another paper. (See [7] , [8] .) Being calibrated implies volume minimizing. So in particular, the special Lagrangian submanifolds are Lagrangian minimal submanifolds. Using the idea of calibrations, one can show that every Lagrangian minimal submanifold in a Kahler-Einstein manifold N with Ci (N) = 0 is volume minimizing. It is false for the case Ci = Au; with A > 0, and is unknown for the case Ci = XLJ with A < 0. The uniqueness of the Lagrangian minimal surfaces in the classes mentioned in Theorem 1 and 2 implies that these Lagrangian minimal surfaces are volume minimizing in their homotopy classes. This gives some positive evidence for the case Ci = ACJ, A < 0.
Unfortunately, very few is known about the existence of Lagrangian minimal submanifolds except those examples constructed by R. Harvey and B. Lawson in [8] and some very obvious ones. In fact, R. Bryant proved that both Ci (represented by the Ricci form) and u> vanish on Lagrangian minimal submanifolds [2] , therefore one cannot expect the existence of Lagrangian minimal submanifolds in a Kahler manifold in general. However, this obstruction disappears if we restrict the discussion on a Kahler-Einstein manifold. R. Bryant showed the local existence of Lagrangian minimal submanifolds in this situation [2] .
In Theorem 1 and 2, we obtain the global existence for some cases.
PRELIMINARIES
Most of the techniques we use are from the theory of harmonic maps. So in this section we want to introduce some basic definitions and facts about harmonic maps. One can define the Hopf differential of u on M: 
Prom the harmonic equation (**) and a standard argument [1] , it follows that if \du\ 2 (respectively l^l 2 ) is not identically zero, it has at most a discrete set of zeros. Again by (**), one can derive the following Bochner equations Proof. Integrate both sides of equations (1), (2) 
Thus log j-^L is smooth and superharmonic on 2?. Also 
£ H 1 (M2).
In some of the Lagrangian homotopy classes, one can prove very strong results. 
l^/i I |9/21
This together with the fact that |<9/i||<9/i| = |<9/2||<9/2| follows that |3/i| = |0/2| and la/x^l^/al-D
We also need the following existence result by R. Schoen and S. T. Yau.
Lemma 3 ([16]). Let N be a compact Riemannian manifold. Let f be a continuous map from a Riemann surface M into N. Suppose the induced map of f on the fundamental group given by /* : 7r 1 (M) -> 7ri{N) is injective; then there is a branched minimal immersion h : M -> N so that h* = /* on TTI (M) and the induced area of h is least among all maps with the same action on 7ri(M). If ^{N) = 0, then h can indeed be deformed from f continously.
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume deg fi = Pi, deg f2 = -P2. We first prove that there exists at most one minimal surface in the homotopy class of /. For any hyperbolic metric g' on 2, there exists a unique harmonic map fg, homotopic to / from (E^O -> (Afi,gi) x (Ms,^). (See [6] , [9] .) Denote the Teichmuller space of E by T r , where r > 1 is the genus of E-L e t P be a point in T r and CPO be a representative for P. Because of the conformal invariance of the energy function JE?(-), we can define E(P) = E(fgi) whose value is independent of the metric used to represent P. The function E is proper on 
-P-Q = X(M) + X(v) Q-P = c 1 (N)(MM}).
(See [19] , [20] , [21] and also compare with [5] .) Suppose the genus of M is k and /(M) is embedded. We then get 
= (2-2r) + (ptupt)(N).
It follows that k > r. The equality holds if and only if P -Q = 0 which means that f(M) is a totally real surface. When N is a Kahler-Einstein surface of negative scalar curvature, J. G. Wolfson [21] proved that every 
